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Abstract
Identifying the ns - np resonance lines in alkali-metal-like ions is an important issue 

in fusion plasma science in the view of spectroscopic diagnostics and radiation power loss. 
Whereas for n =2, 3and 4 these resonances are prominent and well studied, so far no one 
could clearly identify the resonance lines for n =5in the promethiumlike sequence. We 
have now experimentally clarified the reason for the “lost resonance lines. In the present 
study, highly-charged bismuth ions have been studied using a compact electron beam ion 
trap (EBIT). Extreme ultraviolet emission from the bismuth ions produced and trapped in 
the EBIT is observed with a grazing-incidence flat-field spectrometer. The energy 
dependent spectra are compared with a collisional-radiative model calculation, and we 
show that the 5s - 5p resonance lines are very weak in plasma with a wide range of 
electron density due to the presence of a long-lived metastable state.

Keywords: promethiumlike heavy ions，electron beam ion trap, extreme ultraviolet 
(EUV) spectra

1.Introduction
The — np resonance lines in alkali-metal-like ions with a closed (n —1)shell are 

important for fusion plasmas; their prominence can cause serious radiation loss while also 
being useful for spectroscopic diagnostics. Thus, the hydrogenlike, lithiumlike (n = 2), 
sodiumlike (n = 3)，and copperlike (n = 4) sequences have been extensively studied both 
experimentally and theoretically. Their ns — np resonance lines have been identified and 
their wavelengths have been compiled for a wide range of atomic number (Z)[1，2, 3, 4, 5]. 
For n = 5 (i.e., the promethiumlike sequence), Curtis and Ellis [6] predicted in 1980 that 
the alkali-metal-like 4/145«s configuration can be achieved for elements with Z > 73 and 
that experimentalists would observe the prominent 5s — 5p resonance doublet lines for
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promethiumlike heavy ions. Following their prediction，many experimental and theoretical 
efforts were devoted to identifying the predicted resonance lines.

The first attempt to find the resonance lines was by beam-foil spectroscopy with gold 
(Z = 79) [7, 8] in the 1980s. Trabert and Heckmann [8] identified the 5s — 5p doublet 
lines in their beam-foil spectra of gold, but the spectra contained complex features because 
many lines exist near the identified lines, making the identification tentative. In 1994, 
Fournier et al. [9] identified the brightest line in their spectra of uranium (Z = 92) 
obtained with a high-temperature low-density tokamak plasma as the 5s —5仍/2 resonance 
line, while their collisional-radiative (CR) model calculations showed that lines due to the 
transitions to the metastable 4/135s2 state could be brighter than the resonance lines. 
This inconsistency and the complex spectra containing many lines from a broad charge- 
state distribution made the identification tentative.

In the 2000s，another attempt to find the resonance lines, this time using an electron 
beam ion trap (EBIT) in Berlin [10]，was made for tungsten (Z = 74)[11].An EBIT can 
produce and trap highly charged ions that interact with a monoenergetic electron beam, 
making it possible to obtain simple spectra based on narrow charge-state distributions. 
Thus, an EBIT is a powerful tool to observe and identify previously unreported lines
[12]. In fact, the tungsten spectra obtained with the Berlin EBIT revealed simple spectra 
containing a few prominent lines [11，13]. However, in spite of intensive ongoing theoretical 
efforts [14,15，16，17], the observed spectra are still not well understood. As a result, 
the identification made from the Berlin EBIT spectra was also tentative. Thus, in the 
three decades since the prediction by Curtis and Ellis, there has yet to be a definite 
identification of the resonance lines.

In this paper, we report the clear identification of promethiumlike bismuth (Z = 83) 
observed by using the compact EBIT at The University of Electro-Communications in 
Tokyo. We also show that the 55 — 5p resonance lines are negligibly weak in plasma over 
a wide range of electron densities, even though the ground state configuration is 4/145«s 

as predicted.

2 ・ Experiment

For the present study, a compact EBIT called CoBIT [18] was used to produce highly 
charged bismuth ions. Spectra from the trapped bismuth ions were observed with a 
grazing-incidence flat-field spectrometer [19] through an observation slit in the drift tube. 
Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the spectrometer and CoBIT. fhe spectrometer 
consists of a laminar-type diffraction grating with 1200 grooves per mm (Hitachi 001-
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Figure 1:CoBIT and spectrometer.

0660) and a Peltier-cooled back-illuminated CCD (Roper PIXIS-XO: 400B). The spectral 
resolution of this arrangement was typically 0.03 nm，which was mainly limited by the 
electron-beam width. The wavelength was calibrated by using well-known transitions in 
Fe XIV and Fe XV [20] measured separately from the bismuth spectra by injecting an 
Fe(CsH5)2 vapor into CoBIT. The uncertainty in the wavelength calibration was estimated 
to be 0.01 nm.

3. Results and discussion

The spectra for electron energies of 500, 580, and 640 eV are shown in Fig. 2 (a). It is 
noted that no sensitivity correction was applied, which means that the intensities at differ
ent wavelengths cannot be compared. The lines indicated by the arrows in the spectrum 
at 580 eV are not observed in the spectrum at 500 eV; thus, these lines can be assigned 
to transitions in samariumlike Bi21+ because the ionization energy of europiumlike Bi20+ 
(532 eV [?] or 548 eV [21])is greater than 500 eV. Similarly, the lines indicated by the 
arrows in the spectrum at 640 eV can be assigned to transitions in promethiumlike Bi22+ 
because they are not observed in the spectrum at 580 eV, which is below the ionization 
energy of samariumlike Bi21+ (608 eV 1 or 621 eV [21]).

Spectra for promethiumlike Bi22+ and samariumlike Bi214- calculated with the CR model 
are shown in Figs. 2 (b) and (c), respectively. An electron density of 1010 cm—3, which 
is typical for CoBIT [22]，was assumed for the model calculation. The results in Fig. 2 
indicate that the experimental results agree overall with those calculated by the CR model, 
although there is a slight shift in wavelength between the two. According to the present 
calculation, the ground state of promethiumlike Bi22+ is 4/145s, as predicted by Curtis
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Figure 2: (Color online) (a) Experimental spectra of highly charged bismuth ions observed 
at electron energies of 500，580, and 640 eV. (b) Spectrum of promethiumlike bismuth 
calculated with CR model for an electron energy of 640 eV. (c) Spectrum of samariumlike 
bismuth calculated with CR model for an electron energy of 580 eV. The vertical axes 
in panels (b) and (c) correspond to the photon emissivity coefficient, which is defined 
as nA/ne, where n is the fractional population of the upper level,A is the Einstein A 
coefficient, and ne is the electron density. An electron density of 1010 cm—3 is assumed 
for both (b) and (c).
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and Ellis [6]. However, the prominent lines in the CR-model spectrum of promethiumlike 
Bi22+ are not the 5s — 5p resonance lines (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2 (b)), but the 
4/135s2 — 4f135s5p transitions. This seemingly peculiar phenomenon is explained below.

The excitation rate from the ground state 4/145s level is largest to the 4f145p levels, 
which means that the 5s — 5p resonance lines should be prominent, if the population of the 
ground state is dominant. However, because the metastable [4/135s2]7/2 state has a long 
lifetime (estimated by the present calculation to be 〜40 s), its population can dominate 
that of the ground state mainly through indirect excitation. Actually, in the present 
calculation, the equilibrium population of the metastable [4/135s2]7/2 state is estimated 
to be an order of magnitude larger than that of the ground state. As a result, the 
[4ゾ135s2]7/2 — 4/135s5p transitions dominate the 5s — 5p resonance lines in the spectrum 
of the promethiumlike ion.

Because the EBIT technique provides simple spectra with a narrow charge-state dis
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tribution compared with beam-foil and plasma spectroscopies, these identifications for 
promethiumlike and samariumlike heavy ions are definite rather than tentative. Hutton 
et al.[11] also observed promethiumlike tungsten using an EBIT and a spectrometer 
with spectral resolution comparable to that of our present spectrometer, but they gave no 
clear identification. The complexity for tungsten is likely due to the fact that the ground 
state of promethiumlike tungsten is not 4/145s but 4/135s2; furthermore, the metastable 
4/125s25p states are near the ground state [14，16]. Note that, although Curtis and Ellis
[6] predicted through non-relativistic calculation that the transition of the ground state 
configuration from 4/13552 to 4/145s occurs between Z = 73 and 74，their relativistic 
calculation [23] and several subsequent theoretical studies [14，24，25] indicate that the 
transition should occur near Z = 78.

4. Summary and outlook

In summary, by using a compact electron beam ion trap, we observe 5s — 5p transitions 
in promethiumlike and samariumlike bismuth. Comparing the experimental results with 
calculations based on a collisional-radiative model allow us to definitely identify several 
lines for promethiumlike heavy ions. We show that, because of the large population of the 
4/135s2 metastable state, the alkali-metal-like 5s — 5p resonance lines in promethiumlike 
ions are negligible in plasmas over a wide range of electron densities，even though the 
ground state configuration is alkali-metal-like 4/145s.
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